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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Being highly influencial in the modern world, the "human 
relations" approach, first developed in the industrial scene, 
has penetrated far-reaching vistas since its relatively re-
cent inception in the 1920's by Elton Mayo and his colleagues, 
frequently known as the Mayo group in human relations liter-
ature. In what began as an illumination experiment and ended 
as "the most extensive and influential study ever conducted 
in industry, .. l Elton Mayo, often referred to as the Father 
of the "Human Relations" approach, headed a staff of men who 
were to revolutionize the then-current trends and beliefs in 
industrial relations at the Hawthorne plant ot the western 
Electric Company in Chicago. "In general, the stUdies es-
tablished that men are not typically individualistic and 
materialistic, but social beings with social as well as mater-
ial needs."2 
IHenry Clay Smith, Psychology ot Industrial Behavior 
(New York, 1955), p. 47. ~ 
2 
..!!!!!!., p. 55. 
1 
2 
Before discussing the underlying philosophy of the "hu-
man relations" approach, a succinct historical overview is 
in order for the purpose of showing how the "human relations" 
approach is a subsequent development in the dynamic history 
of industrial relations. In the following pages selected 
items will be discussed which will trace the "human relations" 
approach back to the Industrial Revolution, the importance 
of which will later be brought out. 
INDUSTRIAL REVOI..lJTION 
The need of developing better, more efficient methods 
of production because of a tremendous growth of commerce 
was met by the Industrial Revolution in the late 1700's, 
which brought two important changes in the economic environ-
ment of the working man. The firsn change involved produc-
tion from an individual to an enterprise basis; the second 
change concerned substituting a dynamic, impersonal economy 
for a personal, static one. 
The effects of the Inrlustrial Revolution on the common 
people are known all too well to need to be described in 
great detail. Women and children were made to work such long 
hours that often their health would be affected greatly. 
And as the population was growing all the time, more and more 
people were found to keep the industrial system, even though 
the life span of so many was shortened considerably by abuses. 
Polanyi somewhat ironically states: 
There was complete agreement on the desirability 
of a large population, as lurge as possible, since 
the power of the state consisted in men. Ttere 
was also ready agreement on the advantages of 
cheap labor, since only if labor were cheap could 
manufacturers flourish. Moreover, but for the 
poor, who would man the ships and go to the wars? 
Yet, there was doubt whether pauperism was not 
an evil after all. And in any case, why should 
not paupers be as profitably eruployed for pub-
lic profit as they obviously were for private 
profit?3 
The above paragraphs tell in some detail just how a great 
social problem arose from the abuses of a laissez-faire 
3 
philosophy, running rampant and with little government regu-
lation. 
The Industrial Revolution can actually be delineated 
into two separate "revolutions": the first dealt with the 
triumph of the steam engine; on the other hand, the second 
witnessed the transformation ot industry into an immense 
rield domin~ted by electric power. 4 
The stag~~ering chang-es thus ofrectuated by the second 
industrial revolution in the latter half of the nineteenth 
century were at least as dynamic and far-reaching as the 
first industrial revolution of the previous century. The 
3Karl Polanyi, !h! Great Transformation (New York, 
1944), p. 109. 
4Georges Friedmann, Iudustrial Societ% (Glencoe, 
Illinois, 1955), pp. 26-27. 
4 
advent of all the technological innovations mentioned in the 
previous summary stimulated a desperate search for new out-
lets of trade. The second indus~rial revolution extended the 
division of labor by breaking down tasks minutely on the more 
and more specialized machines, thus causing a further concen-
trat'on of workers in industrial centers. 
It was durin~ the last twenty-five years of the nine-
teenth century that the true chara.cter of capitalism was 
matured. The then-prevalent doctrine of individualism was 
largely responsible for an extended depression, lasting from 
1873 until 1895. This was a culmination of all the abuses 
which arose from the acquisitive nature of unscrupulous 
business people, who only thought of how much money they 
could make, even though they exploited the common man to the 
fullest extent. As a resultant consequence of the demise 
of the laissez-faire philosophy, a titanic growth ot gar-
gantuan associations and organizations was brought about. 
The Rockefellers, Carnegies, and J. P. Morsans had their 
counterparts throughout the world. "The captains of industry, 
a new species, 80 to speak, were hailed as equal to the great 
men ot the past, as leaders of man and nations.-5 The new 
.' ~Reinhard Bendix, "Mana~ers, Workers, and Ideas in the 
United States," Research in Industrial Human Relations: 
A Criti.cal As~raiSalt ed. Conrad M. Arcnsberg et a1., 
'{'New York, 1 .", p. 3. - -
5 
market conditions forged under monopolistic cllpitalism led 
directly to the development of ma.ss production ami consequent-
ly, its psychical and moral repercussions upon the entire 
ki 1 b · 6 \for ng c ass were 0 V10US. 
Note that the giantism fostered by capitalism was marked 
by the fact that great attempts ,'Were made to eliminate the 
waste of both hwnHn and natural resources. It was during the 
first industrial revolution that an employer's rationale was 
the unrestricted exploitation of mankind; moreover, the 
early years of the second revolution were also marked by this 
characteristic. However, it soon became evident that "the. 
supply of labor was not inexhaustible, and that it was ex-
pensive, all the more so as the workers were organizing both 
to defend their value of the labor market and the elementary 
~~uarantees of their well-being. Social legislation was de-
vised and defined. Natural resources also were not limitless, 
and the concern for their economical use was ••• acut~.ft7 
Large companies were now characterized by the almost 
antithetical fact that they were now seeking to get the 
most out of all their resources, including the human ones, 
-
even if this meant treating the human element in an entire-
ly different fashion. This change in managerial ideology 
6 Friedmann, pp. 27-29. 
7 Ibid., p. 29. 
-
6 
engendered a whole new field of study, often subsequently re-
ferred to as rationalization, which "includes ••• the efforts 
at occupational organization and selection inside a firm, and 
is concerned ••• with the human problems of machine industry.H8 
It is from this turn of events that the "human relations" 
approach burgeoned. 
SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT 
The next development in industrial relations which has 
a bearing on this study was scientif.ic management, which 
originated as an inquiry into management's attempt to con-
trol the physical output of the worker, directly stemming 
from the employers' attempts to conserve its natural and hu-
man resources. Leaders of the union movement hold that 
scientific management, along with its various related devel-
opments, stemmed from management's attempt to deter workers 
from joining unions. Management especially became concerned 
!'when the membership o.r trade unions increased from 400,000 
to two million between 1897 and 1904."9 
Frederick W. Taylor is the father of the scientific 
management movement. For a given situation Taylor attempted 
8 lli!! .• p. 30. 
9B d' -en l.X, p. ;). 
7 
to secure the ~ ~ wal of performing a task, although he 
claimed that his main object was "to remove the causes for 
antagonism between the boss and the men who were under him. HlO 
Through the use of his famed time and motion study, Taylor 
aspired to perfect the operation of a given task to such an 
extent that the widespread use of his method would enable 
management to obtain the maximum efficiency trom equipment 
and labor. Taylor was quite concerned, i~ddition to his 
I 
time and motion study, with contributing "scientitic data 
concerning the selection of workmen" their psychological 
motives and incentives, their initiative, their fatigue, and 
the 'real' time necessary to effect an operation; that is, 
scientific management touches problems which involve the 
physiology and psychology of work."ll Taylor, whose followers 
considered him an equal ot Descartes and Newton, held that 
there were four rules of his scientific method which could 
felicitously be applied to industry. These are: "(1) betore 
any action set yourself a definite single and limited aim; 
(2) before starting work, study SCientifically the best methods 
to be employed to attain the end in view; (3) before be-
lOprederick W. Taylor, Scientific Management (New York, 
1947), pp. 128-129. 
IlFriedmann, p. 39. 
8 
ginning work, bring together all necessary tools; (4) act 
in exact conformity with the arranged programe N12 
As part of Taylorian philosophy, the worker and the em-
ployer were to experience a type of mental revolution, whereby 
both would be educated to the fact that if production could 
be increased, both parties would benefit. In addition to this 
increase, friction would be reduced to minimum so that a 
worker could feel free at any moment to present a complaint to 
management, which in turn would do all in its power to solve 
the dilemma. In this way collective bargaining by a union 
a~ent would be an unnecessary, outmoded structure. As part 
of the increased production, managementts job also entailed 
fitting the right people to the right job, this gradually 
increasing management's responsibility to the individual, in 
that management would take it upon itself to assess each 
person's abilities. "Instant dismissal became a measure of 
last resort, the task being to keep workers on their jobs 
and actually seeing to it that they did their best. Nl3 
The decline of scientific management was brought about 
when it produced unforeseen violence and discord from a 
goodly number of workers. Its demise culminated with the 
12Ibid •• pp. 39-40. 
13Bendix, p. 7. 
9 
famed Hoxie report, made by a group of experts chosen by both 
employers and unions, which condemned scientific management, 
casting doubt on the scientific value of time study. The 
report held that the Taylorian method often pointed to 
psychological, moral, and social disadvantages of selection 
and brought about a de~J'adation of skilled labor. 14 However, 
Taylor led the way to many of the changes which characterized 
the twentieth century field of industrial relations. 
World War I was a great sti.ulus to the formation and 
improvement of both methods of management and the testing ot 
employees on a large scaile basis, for it was at this time that 
procedures had to be changed in order to produce the amount of 
material that was needed for the great war effort. Leading 
the investigative effort were the various boards set up by 
numerous governments to study the problems of fatigue. These 
boards in general found that these "one best ways" precluded 
entirely that ever-present problem of individual differences 
and that a limitless number of factors prevented the research-
ers from reaching any simple solution. Studies of fatigue 
frequently brought in the problem of monotony, a factor result-
ing from the minute subdivision of work and thereby reducing 
the capacity of output. 15 
14Friedmann, pp. 41-42. 
15 Smith, pp. 40-50. 
10 
MAYO'S AJILADELPHIA EXPERIMf:NT 
It is at this point that Elton Mayo stepped into the 
picture with his highly-succeHsful research effort at a 
textile mill near Philadelphia. Called the Father of the 
Human Relations Approach, Mayo served on the faculty of 
the GraduAte School of Business Administration of Harvard 
University from 1925 until his death in 1949. 
In a particular department at the mill, production was 
not at its optimum because of an unusually high turnover 
rate of the employees. Even though the mill was managed 
well, no solution could be discovered to remedy the situa-
tion. Mayo analyzed the conditions and discovered that the 
mule-spinning department, which had so poor a record, had 
work which was a "semi-automatic process which required 
enough attention to be irritating and not enough for the com-
plete absorbtion of mental activity.n l6 Even financial 
incentives had failed to interest the department workers. 
Since regular interviewers failed to obtain sufficient 
rapport with workers, Mayo successfully won their confidence 
by having a trained nurse, who was also a skilled inter-
viewer, gain their confidence. As workers frequently talked 
to the nurse and related their problems to her, a series of 
l6Elton Mayo, The Human Problems of !a Industrial 
Civilization (New York, 1933), p. 44. 
11 
rest pauses were initiated at regular periods throughout 
the day. Mayo rtdates how astounding results were achieved 
by this experiment: 
The rest-pause innovation was accompanied, from 
its introduction, by an improvement in the 
officially recorded productive efficiency. The 
mental and physical condition of the men was 
distinctly bettered, their comments to observers 
were less generally pessimistic than before. 
Whereas the financial incentive of the bonus had 
not previously operated to stimulate production, 
the men now began to be pleased by the fact that 
they were working less time, earnin!~ bonuses as 
never before, and feeling less tired and irritated. 
For the first five months of the experiment the 
average productive efficiency of the department 
was eighty per cent. 17 
Atter a series of additional experiments the turnover 
problem was solved and production remained at a high level 
with continuous bonuses being paid to the workers. It was 
this Philadelphia experiment which encouraged Mayo to fur-
tber his achievements by working witl1 research teams at the 
Hawthorne Plant of the Western Electric Company in Chicago. 
THE HAWTHORNE EXPERIMENT 
The experiments which took place At the Hawthorne 
Plant from 1924 to 1939 are among the most re'le Vant of in-
vestigations into industrial relations that exist today. 
The influence of the Hawthorne experiments has extended to 
17 Ibid., p. 50. 
-
12 
all phases of the AQaerican work scene. Beginning 8S a small 
illlimination experiment, the Hawthorne studies grew to become 
an immense body of data, frof!) which arose the famed "human 
relations· approach of Elton Mayo. A brief summary of the 
experiments will follow, and it will be the job of the second 
chapter to discuss the "human relations" approach itself. 
"In November, 1924, the Western Electric Company, in 
connection with the National Research Council of the National 
Academy of Sciences, planned to study the • ~:elation of quality 
nnd quantity of illumination to efficiency in industry.' 
These experiments lasted until April. 1927, a period of two 
and one-halt years. nl8 Attempts were made to manipulate the 
lighting environment, thereby seeking to arrive at an illum-
ination rate which would yield the most production. Results 
of thi~ experiment were inconclusive, and the study, dis-
couraging as it was, "brought out very forcibly the necessity 
of controlling or eliminating the various additional fact-
ors which affected production_MIg 
This initial study led the researchers to conduct the 
famed relay-assembly room experiments. In these experiments 
an effort was made to test the hypothesis that production 
would be higher under an improved incentive system and under 
18Fritz J. Roethlisberger and William J. Dickson, Manage-
~ ~!h! Worker (Cambridge, Mass., 1943), p. 14 
19smith, pp. 48-49. 
13 
it shorter work week with rest and lunch periods. This part of 
the A t'.ldies was condnc ted with quite a small ~roup, which was 
allowed to cho~e its own memhers and which worh::ed in a room 
separate from the rO~llar Rhop in an attempt to control more 
variables. "The nnmher of relays assembled per week was the 
primary criterion employed in the test.,,20 The experiment 
itself had. thirteen distinct periods in which the research-
ers changed variom; condition19, such HS the len~th of the rest 
period t the total hours per day, and so on. Frorll the outset 
of the experiment, production rOBe continuously. ftThe in-
creased production during the te~t has taken the operators 
from an average weekly output of about 2 t 400 relays at the 
beginning to an ••• average woekly output of about 3,000 relays 
per week. n2l Several other experiments were perfonled on 
dirr(~rent groups, and the same results were obtained. "The 
best interpretation of the results is that the experimenters 
had accidentally introduced c;hanges in the Bociul climate of 
the work sitw:tion. It wns these changes that were- primarily 
responsible tor the greatly improved production and morale. 
The chief result of years of work had been to demonstrate the 
importance or employee attitudes. n22 
20 
.!.2.!.!!., p. 24. 
2lMayO , Human Problems, p. 66. 
22 ~mitht p. 51. 
14 
In the course of the relaY-H8sem~ly room experiment a 
,~rent numb(~r or 11Tlcompi imentary remarks about supervisors were 
made by the wor},e l~S. Hoping to ini tiate some type ot super-
vilrory train! ng proisrWr\ whIch would increase employee morale, 
m:-uHlgCll1Cnt he!~arl its famed interviow pco(,;ram in which five 
interviewers worked for two years iEl obtaining more than 
twenty t.housand interviews: 
At first, the intel'viewers pat tcrncd their 
procedure on the exist ins techniques of inter-
viewing. 'rhey knew somethin6 about, and had 
had experience with, the conventional type of 
intervit~win~ done by SUIJCrvisors, by employ-
ment departments, find by personnel people. Nev-
ertheless, each interviewer be~an to suggest 
certain modific\ions, and these were discussed 
and cri t icize(l daily amon,:; themselves. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
It was finally decided, about J,tly, 1929, 
to adopt a new interviewing technique, which 
at that time was called the indirect approach. 
After the interviewer had explained the program, 
the employee was to be allowed to choose his own 
topic. As long as the employee talked spontan-
eOclsly, the interviewer WdS to follow the employ-
ee's ideas, displaying a real interest in what 
the employee had to say, and taking sufficient 
notes to enable him -to recall the employee's 
tone. 23 
A major finding of the interview prorsram was that the complaint 
of an employee might only be symptoms of the real inclication 
of the cause of trouble, meaning that an employee's complaint 
often indicated some kind of personal difficulty, other than 
a difficulty in his immediate surroundings at work. In 
r'3 W~Roethlisherger. pp. 201-203. 
15 
correlating the Interviewin~ dnta, it waH noted that employee 
compillints often cl'nter(;'(l llbout E.oclal po~i tinning in the 
}'esl!ecti ve \vork groups. The soci81 values bronght out in 
the inter~j.ew pro!~rall'i were further stU{Ut:-s in whfit Ylas called 
the bunt-wiring room oh~orvfjtj.on. The prime pnrIlose of these 
observvtions WflS to discover what th(' social organizEction was 
and how it operated. Fourteen men were initiated into the 
study, ~Iich lasted for over six months. After initially 
estnbl i shi ng rllpport wi tl, the fourteen men t thE:' observed noted 
that the wage incentive sy~tem was completely ineffecti~·e, 
in that the work(~rs determined ~ht.it they considered to bE:' 
sCltisfn(:tory work quotas, thereby pacing their work so that 
none would eX(~eN! thE:' group t s {~efini tion of a nay's work. It 
wm-; noted that the work-erE: frequently broke the rules of the 
company when :i.ts officials were not around the immediate work 
group. 
Ttlc importnncc ot' the informal BOC ial organization among 
the workers made the company HiDlf;, policies t and aspirations 
comp] etely inoperative. The informal organi:t-ation had its 
own names for those members who did not conform to its wishes. 
There were corresponding punishments for members who would 
not conform; each member of the group wn~ kept in check by 
the fear of losing status in the clique. 4 
24Q . tl 
..-nl.l I, p. 54. 
16 
The observer in the bank-wiring room noted two distinct 
subgroups in the informal social organizati.or.. On.;.> ",:roup 
considered itself on a hi3her plane than the o LlJ(!l'. ;Vhen-
ever the opportunity arose, the members of the respe(~ ti ve 
groups would gather together for a variety of social activ-
ities. "Conformity and nonconformity to the norms ••• seemed 
to determine whether or not an operator was accepted or re-
25 • jected by the group." The worker s position in a group was 
so important that rather than violate his group's norm of 
conduct, the worker would not make use of the financial in-
centives. 
As a final part of the study a personnel counseling 
bureau was set up for the purpose of providing such service 
within the company for employees who desired it. This 
practice speead to other firms, but subsequently has been 
ebandoned entirely for a number of reasons, one being the 
expense of the operation and another being the opposition, in 
~~eneral, which the labor movement has voiced. 
What the results of the Hawthorne studies did to the 
management of the work situations since the 1930's is truly 
8F11toundi,pg. 
25Henry Landsherger, Hawthorne Revisited (Ithaca, New 
York, 1958). p. 26. 
CffAPI'FR I I 
THE UNDERLYING PHILOSOPHY OF THE 
HUMAN RF~TIONS APPROACH 
Attesting to the great influence of Elton Mayo in the 
field of industrial relations, Daniel Bell notes that "Ford 
set aside ,500,000 for its human relations program and univer-
sity centers have arisen allover the country_AI Bell goes 
on to point out that some have even compared Mayo's experiment 
in relative merit to that of Galileo in the physical sci-
ences. This placing of the Mayo Group·s work in the limelight 
is in accord with Mayo's discussion of the problems of ma-
terial efficiency and human collaboration in his famous work, 
!h! Social Problems ~ !ll .I.n.d.u.s.t.r.i.a_l Civilization. 2 In this 
book Mayo continually refers to the lag which can be discerned 
between improvements in production methods and the arrant dis-
sipation of the ability of groups to collaborate effectively, 
this latter development being responsible for so many of the 
ills of modern civilization. 
IDaniel 8ell, "Adjusting Men to Machines," Commentary, 
III (January, 1947), 79. 
2Elton Mayo, The Social Problems of an Industrial 
Civilization (Cambrrttge, Mass., 1945}.----
17 
18 
In developing his proposals Mayo explains two important 
terms which appear throughout his writings that need to be 
kept in mind. Mayo states that the "Difference between two 
principles of social organization--the one, that of an adaptive 
society; the other, that or an established society is extreme-
ly important."3 In what would be called primitive societies, 
group codes dictated a certain social order and directed each 
individual to a patterned, stable kind of life. The indi-
vidual bjmself was always considered subordinate to the group, 
which developed his life pattern and gave him stability. 
In return the individual was assured of a definite function 
and was able to participate satisfactorily in this established 
society. Medieval living modes, as described in the first 
chapter, would be typical examples ot an established. 
On the other hand, the seeds of the Industrial Revolution 
burgeoned the bit tier frui t of an adaptive society. This 
society is characterized by the fact that it is composed ot 
individuals ot varied origins, many or whom are characterized 
by the fact that they frequently move from one group to 
another in hopes of obtaining a better job. The problem of 
too frequent changing makes the individuals of an adaptive 
society aimless and unhappy. Many individuals react in such 
3 Ibid., p. vii. 
-
19 
a way that they find the world in general extremely hostile to 
them and any fleeting moments of happiness that might come 
their way are certainly short-lived. 
Mayo answered those people who might be naive enough 
to propose a return to the methods of an established society 
by saying that there is no way to revert back, but if all 
seek effective collaboration, improvement can be made. He 
states that "sociology and psychology can, out of lowly and 
pedestrian skills, develop the beginning ot understanding; 
until then we shall continue to find technical adllaDce pro-
vocative of social chaos and anarchy.n4 
INFLUF.NCE OF LEPLAY AND DURKHEIM 
Mayo was especially influenced by two individuals, 
Frederic Le Play and F~ile Durkheim. Le Play made a very 
intensive and extensive study of European workers as they 
were becoming industrializerl between the years 1829 and 1855. 
His voluminous writings concerning his wide travels on the 
Epropean continent, comprising six volumes, were written 
Nt 
under the assumption that a dimishing capacity for working 
effectively together in urban and industrial settings 
was obvious. Le Play, upon observing simpler com-
4 !!!!!!., p. viii. 
munities which had agriculture and fishing as their chief 
occupation, noted those qualities which Mayo described as 
being attributive to an established society: 
}Ie finds in such communities peace and stability, 
a simple faith in, and capacity to live by, the 
social code. In such community life, the individual 
understands every social activity and in greater 
or less de.~ree, participates in it. The ties of 
family and kinship operate to relate every person 
to every social function: human content and hap-
piness, the power to cooperate spontaneously and 
effectively, are at a high level. The members 
of such a community do not work together by rea-
son of an, sort of social or legal constraint. 
The social code and the desires of the individual 
are practically identical; every individual par- 5 
ticipates because his strongest wish is to do so. 
20 
Emile Dur~leim, whom Mayo cites quite frequently, made 
observations of a similar nature to those of La Play, and 
his stUdies are characterized by an attempt to note the ef-
fect of industrialization upon the individual. In his famed 
book, Le suicide,S, Durkheim points out that industrial de-
velopment has lessened both the capacity of working together 
and the sum of human happiness. He demonstrates that indus-
trialization has led the individual away from the relation-
ship of cooperation which was characteristic of a pPe-indus-
trialized community. In the typical industrial community 
the stresses of unhappiness could be found on all sides. 
5Elton Mayo, "Forward," in Fritz Roethlisberger, M!2-
agement ~ Morale (Cambridge, Mass., 1941). p. xvii. 
6Emi1e Durkheim, 1! Suicide, trans Jo~n A. Spaulding 
and George Simpson (Glencoe, Illinois, 1951). 
21 
There no longer was any direction in living; all orderly 
resemblances of an established society were destroyed, this 
leaving a chaotic, lonely rubble. This change, according 
to Durkheim, is the C,Hlse of anomie, which is defined as a 
planlessness in life, leading to community disorganization. 
COLL.ABORATION 
In developing his philosophy of the "human relations" 
approach, Mayo scorns the effects of laissez-faire indivi-
dualism, as described in the last chapter. According to Mayo, 
many of the present century's problems stem from its influ-
ence. One of the principles of the laissez-faire school is 
that its laws "are in no wise opposed to human liberty; on 
the contrary, they nre the expression of relations which 
arise spontaneously among men living in society, wherever 
these Olen are left to themselves and are free to act nccord-
ins 12 their ~ interests."7 Mayo firmly asserts, citing 
the Le Play and Durkheim observations and emphasizing the real 
importance of them that "collaboration 12 ~ industrial society 
cannot ~ l!.!i !2 ... c_h_a_n"""c"""e--neither in a political nor in an 
industrial unit can such neglect lead to anything but dis-
ruption and catastrophe. Historically and traditionally our 
7Charles Girle, The Principles ot Political Economy 
(London, 1909), p. 2~ --
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fatherR worked for social cooperation-and achieved it. This 
is true also of any primitive society. But we, for at least 
a century of the most amazing scientific and material pro-
gress, have abandoned the effort--by inadvertence, it is true, 
and we are now reaping the conseqnences."S Mayo frequently 
mentions studies of primitive societies in his writing. 
"Intertwined are the premises of a new cultural anthropology 
which draws on many comparisons between status systems of 
preliterate tribal communities and factory social structure 
in modern society.,,9 
Mayo further claims that every Rocial group must faae 
two problems which are perpetual. The first and more empha-
sized in the modern world is the satisfaction of material 
needs; the second deals with the maintenance of spontaneous 
cooperation. Since the advent of the Industrial Revolution, 
the former of the~e two has been obviously stressed, so that 
the second has gone begging. What society needs, says Mayo, 
is the development of social skills which will be effective 
in a specific situation. 
Interestin~ and important to the understanding of the 
8MayO , Social Problems, p. 9. 
9Robert Sorensen, "The Concept ot Conflict in Industrial 
Sociology," Social Forces, XXVIV (March, 1951), p. 263. 
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"human relations" approach is Mayots comparison of the phys-
ieal scjences with the social sciences. 
KNOWLEDGE-OF-ACQUAINTANCE--KNOWLEDGE ABOUT 
In describing the issues, Mayo speaks of two kinds of 
knowledge--the knowledge-.2.!:-ac9uaintance ann the knowledge-
about, these being distinguished by Wtlliam James. "Know-
-
ledge-.2,!-acquaintance comes from direct experience of face-
to-face situation; knowled~e-about is the pronuct of reflec-
tive and abstract thinking. 'Knowledge derived from exper-
ience is hard to transmit, except by example, initation, 
and trial and error,' where erudition is easily put into 
symbols--words, graphs, maps ... IO 
The physical sciences, whose job it is to develop the 
first of the two goals of a social group, that is, the sat is-
faction of material needs, have, according to .Mayo, made use 
of both the knowledge~-acquaintance and knowledge-about 
quite effectively, in that work in laboratories has developed 
manipulative skill in terms of knowled~e-.2!-ac<Juaintance 
development. It is the blending or these two skills that 
Mayo attributes the technical dexterity of industrial SOCiety. 
W1thout the emphasis of both knO\"ledge-~-ac9uaintance and 
knowledge-about, society would never have been industrialized 
l°Mayo, Social Problems, pp. 16-17. 
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to the extent it has. ll 
On the other hand, in turning from the physical sciences 
"to the unsucccRsful scienccs--sociology, psychology, political 
science--one cannot fail to be struck by the extent of the 
failure of the latter to communicate to students a Rkill 
that is directly useful in human situntions. nl2 
Mayo describes the fact that the social sciences do not 
equip even the most brilliant students to bring about any 
order in the chaos that is found in society. Departments 
of the social sciences at various universities are too COD-
cerned with knowledge-about and should shift more emphasis 
to knowledge-o,f-acquaintance .. for the ability of social 
scientists to secure cooperation through social skills is 
certainly low.. The unbalance of the physical and social sci-
ences in regard to tt~chnical and social skills has been 
dls8l"ltrOtlS, according to Mayo. "If our social skills had 
advanced step by step with our technical skills, there would 
not have been another European war LWorld War 117: this is 
my recurrent theme. ,,13 
Mayo, then, believed that in ~eneral the social sciences 
llIbid., pp. 15-19 
12~., pp. 19-20. 
13Ibid. "pp. 20-21. 
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were ineffective and even displayed little responsibility 
in attempting to develop studies made in terms of the actual-
ities of life. Not until the social sciences caught up in 
development with the physical sciences could society be put 
back in balance. The social sciences could do this by 
developing an understanding of the complex social problems. 
CLINICAL APPROACH 
Mayo advocates the use of a clinical method in the de-
velopment of a useful approach to securing social skills. 
It is the job of the clinical method to ferret out complex-
ities of the relationships between people and to support the 
knowledge-~-ac9uaintanc« structure of the social sciences. 
The job of the practitioner of the clinical method is to 
start at the grass-roots level and critically examine all data 
which may be relevant to the formulation of a theory of social 
skills. "The clinical method helps the research student to 
obtain knowledge about group behavior, to develop simple 
generalizations, to explain what happens. and to incubate the 
kind of behavior which facilitates effective action. n14 
Typical examples or the clinical method are Mayo's mule-
spinning department experi';lent in the textile mill near Phil-
adelphia and the Hawthorne experiment. As Mayo puts it: 
14Donald Schoen, "Human Relations: Boon or Bogle?" 
Harvard Business Ueview, XXXV (Nov-Dec, 1957), 43. 
Economic theory in its human aspect is woe-
fully insufficient; indeed it is absurd. Human-
ity is not adequately described as a horde of in-
dividuals, each actuated by self-interest, each 
fighting his neighbor for the scarce material of 
survival. Realization that such theories com-
pletely falsify the normal human scene drives us 
back to study of particular human situations. 
Knowledge-of-ac uaintance of the actual event, 
intimate underRtan 1ng 0 the complexity of human 
relationships, must precede the formulation 
of alternatives to current economic abstraction. 
This is the clinical method, the necessary 
preliminary to laboratory investi~ation. Only 
when clinically tested by successful treatment 
can a diagnosis be safely developed toward 
logical elaboration and laboratory experiment. lS 
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Mayo and his group elaborate on a number of terms which 
they derived essentially from the lIawthorne studies, 
thus formulating Ii "human relations" approach to management. 
Some of the important ideas which continually appear and 
re-appear in human relations literature and which often 
are related to ench other are: the factory as a social system, 
equilibrium, leadership style, participation, morale, com-
munication, interviewing, informal and formal work groups, 
and cooperation. Since the above terms, among others, are 
crucial to the understanding of the "human relations" 
approach, they 'Nill be discussed briefly throughout the re-
mainder of this chapter. 
l5MayO , Social Problems, p. 59. 
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EQUILIBRIUM 
The point of view which ~radually arose from the Haw-
thorne studies is that "an industrial organization is regarded 
as a social system,"16 the function of which are described 
as economic solvency und the maintenance of employee rela-
tions. From these two functions, two corresponding problems 
Arise out of this social system, one being of external bal-
ance (economic) and the other being of internal equilibrium 
(maintaining good employee relations). "A factory system, 
like any stable social system, must be conceived as tending 
toward an eCluilibrium in which its different parts nre 
functionally adjusted to each other.,,17 Mayoites hold that 
the latter is held to be the nadir of the former by too 
many industrial concerns, the researchers claiming that the 
effectiveness of any social or~anization is contingent upon 
the total effectiveness of all parts of the structure. How-
ever, the economic aspect of the social system of industry 
with its advances in productive techniques has by far 
eclipsed the function of maintaining good employee relations 
(cooperation), thereby causing a vast dis-equilibrium in tbe 
social system. 
16Roethlisberger and Dickson, P. 552. 
17 Bell, p. 83. 
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The industrial plant can be divided into two separate 
organizations, one the human organization and the other 
the technical orgRnization, hoth of which bring about changes 
which require mutual adjustnlcnts. In the human organization 
is found a number of individuals, Hach bringing \vl th them a 
totally different personal and social background. However, 
this "human organh"':ntion of an indus trial plant is more than 
a plurality of individuals, each motivated by sentiments 
arising from his own personal and private history and back-
ground. It is also a social organization, for the members of 
nn industrial plant ••• are interacting daily with one another 
nnd from their associations certain patterns of' relations 
are formed among theln. n 18 
As in any social mi.lieu , the factory constantly bas pro-
cesses of social evaluation at work; that is, minute dis-
tinctions of bet ter, good, and had arc continually 1m 'lri'iclenee, 
these distinctions being attached to the processes of work 
performed throughout the plant. Mayo thereby states that 
every item and event of this sy:;tem are objects of sentiment 
and cannot be treated in themselves, but must be interpreted 
ns carriers of social values. In other words, "noneconomic 
IBnoethlisberger and Dickson, p. 554. 
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motives, interests, and processes, as well as economic, are 
fundamental in behavior in business, from the bORrd of di-
rectors to the very lnst lUan in the or~anization. Man is not 
merely--in fact is very seldoUl--fflotivated by factors pertain-
ing strictly to fucts or logic. Hl9 
ORGANIZATION 
The social organization itself is divided into two parts--
the formal and the informal organizations. The formal organ-
izationts purpose is ••• "to subdivide the work so that it may 
be performed to accomplish the organizational goals.,,20 
In other words, it directs itself to the economic pur-
poses of the concern; whereas, the informal organization, 
existing in every plant, is a necessary prerequisite for 
effective collaboration. Often the informal organization has 
developed in opposition to tho forinal organi7ation, thereby 
showing tho important relation between the two. The formal 
and informal organization patterns were brought out in the 
relaY-'::lssembly room experiment, where there was an inforlJal 
organization developed which had close alliance wi th the :~oals 
of management and the bank-wiring room experiment, which had 
the oppo~ite effect. The point to be made is that the In-
formal organization can be so powerful "lS to subvert the avowed 
!§ Ibid., p. 257. 
-
20Keith Davis, Human Relations in Business (New York, 
1957), p. 57. 
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goals of management as made in the formal organization. 
Therefore, if management could be skillful enough to get the 
informal organizations of its concern to run along parallel 
lines with the ronnal organization, as was seen in the relay-
assembly room experiment, many of its problems would be re-
solved. Three kinds of logic are to be found within the factor 
Aocial system: the logic of cost, the logic of efficiency, 
and the logic of sentiment. It is the last of these three 
which is so often neglected. 
The various parts of' an indus trial plant are quite 
interrelated. A chant;e in one element of its lDakeup is necess-
itated by a change in its other elements. Ti.e system can be 
viewed as in a state of equilibrium. Some portion ot the 
system can change more rapidly than others; for example, parts 
of the system related to the technical organization can usually 
chan,ge more readily than parts of the social organization. 
One of the principles of ,equilibrium is that once a change is 
introduced into a system, the system reacts, as a whole, "tend-
ing toward the conditions that wouln pave existed if the mod-
ification had not been impressed. n2l The human relationist 
considers this extremely important, in that many of the 
difficulties of present society stem from the disparity of the 
21V. Pareto, The Mind and Society, (New York, 1935), 
p. 1438. --- ---- ---
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rate of change of the technical and social organizations in 
the work place. Changes in the technical sphere were not 
matched with corresponding changes in the social sphere, 
thereby ca.using a state of disequilibrium. a condition of 
unbalance, so to speak, which made itself manifest in many 
waYR. "Managementts general ••• objective regarding change is 
to restore and maintain the group equilibrium and personal 
')'") 
adjustment which change upRats. tl ....... 
I,E401!!ltSffIP TRAINI~G 
The interviewing experience at Hawthorne, as described 
in the first chapter. was responsible for developinl~ a new 
concept of leadership. The results themselves led to a lead-
ership training program at Hawthorne. To the leader fell 
the responsibility of maintaining or re-establishing the 
equilibrium of the social system. Alfred G. Larke states 
that "the supervisor who succeeds in developing an enthusias-
tic, productive, cohesive team is likely to be sensitive to 
interpersonal prohlems among his people; to talk of his job in 
terms of the group rather than of individuals.,,23 All through-
22 Davis, p. 140. 
23Alfred G. Larke, I'Human t~elati()ns Hesearch: Academic 
Wool-Gatherin~, or Guide to Increased Productivity?" Dun's 
Review !ill! Modern Industry, LXVIII (July, 1956), 44·. 
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out the Mayo literature are statements concerning the leader's 
job of integrating groups by means of social skills so that 
these groups will effectively form a stable team for the pur-
pose of integrating formal and informal organization goals as 
nearly as possible: 
The leader's function is such as to assist the 
group in maintaining its customs, its purposes 
and its attitudes tmdamal'~ed by the chance in-
eptitudes of the less experienced or less skill-
ful members. This is a conservative function, 
calculated to maintain the society in an unvary-
ing circle of procedures. A group so r.taintained 
may be ~~pected to display integration in a high 
degree. 
The new leader is trained to take the point of view of senti-
ments. Practitioners hope to apply definite principles 
to the practice of this point of view. In many respects 
the leader would take a more passive role in his dealings with 
f"lubordinates. The leader is to listen carefully to what 
a person has to say, not for the purpose of making categorical 
judgments, but for the purpose of attempting to understand 
why the person feels and acts the way he does. Roethlisberger 
states five rules whereby a supervisor could attempt to under-
stand employee f"lentiment better; they are: 
The first rule is that the supervisor should lis-
ten patiently to what his subordinate has to say be-
fore making any comment hiIHself ••• The second 
rule is that the supervisor should refrain from 
hasty disapprobation of his subordinate's conduct ••• 
The third rule is that the supervisor should not 
24Thomas N. Whitehead, Leadership in a Free Society (Cambridge, Mass., 1936), p. 69 -- -----
argue with his subordinate ••• The fourth rule is 
that the supervisor should not pay exclusive 
attention to the manifest content of the conver-
sation ••• The fifth rule is that the supervisor 
should listen not only to what a person wants to 
say but also to what he does n!!f want to say or 
cannot say without assistance. 
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Included HS part of the leader~hip program is the crucial 
issue of communications, and in order to adjudge a particular 
situation, management must be provided with adequate and 
llccurflte information fiS to the manner in which the total 
organiz.ution is functionin~;t rlependinlT, upon an accurate trans-
mission of information down through the structure and, like-
-
wise, information of the various strata of work levels up 
through the structure. This latter point is to be buttressed 
by the education of enli!~htened supervisors to the new manager-
ial approach. "In the pHS t, Inanagement... concentrated on 
setting up communication channels !2 get .!!!! ~!!.2!!.!. The 
new approach calls for setting up channels--from the bottom 
up as well as from the top down-through which improvements 
26 in the or~~anization of YJork. are constantly taking place. tt 
25Roethlisberger, pp. 41-43. 
26william Foote Whyte, tlHuman Relations Theory--A Progress 
Report," Harvard 8~siness Review, XXXIV (September-October, 
1956) t l2a. 
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These enlightened supervisors, upon applying this 
"human relations" approach, will discover, if all goes well, 
that the morale of the social system should reach high levels. 
Morale, defined as "the maintenance ot cooperative living," 
is not the intangible that economists, engineers, and the li.ke 
term a mere epithet. Mayo cites instances in his studies, 
the relay-assembly room experiment, for example, where morale 
was made to rise a great denl. It is tIds same morale which 
is so essential to the successful operation of a concern. 
It is this Morale which will develop out of a more closely 
allied infornlsl-fonnal or!~anization and effective cornrmnication 
in a firm. Altllough morale is so often ignored or disregarded, 
its absence is quite conspicuous: 
It is our hope that in time, through the 
practice of these ~human relation~ skills, the 
word "morale" will drop frop} the vocabulary of 
administrators and their staff specialists con-
cerned with human situations, just as the word 
"heal th'· bas dropped trom the terminology of 
medicine. In its lJlace will be ~nbstltated 
effective classifications of human situations 
and ':l;killfnl methods of treatin~ them. In this 
modern organization it will become just as 
old-fashioned to ask, "Whut is the state of 
morale of your department?" as for a physician 
to go into a modern hospi tal and as!{, "What is 
the state of health of our patients?" In its 
place will be asked, "What are the particular 
huma.n situations in your depa.rtment, and how 
ace you haOCfJling them?" This will be the exercise 
of' "eontrol by understanding and not by rit-
ualistic, verbal practices which address them-
selves to human nature in general, but not to 
particular human beings in SHrticular places 
with particular feelings an sentiments for~ 
which they need concrete social expression .... ? 
A concluding, poignant statement of Mayo is that: 
Modern civilization iA greatly in need of 
a new type of administrEltor who can, metaphor-
ically RPb'iki r<g, stand outside U.e situation be 
is studying. The administrator of the future 
must he ahle to understnnd the huma.n social facts 
for whHt they l1ctnally nre, unfettered by his 
own emotion or prejudice. Iie ccWllot ~lchi€'vc 
this ability except by careful training--a train-
in[~ thnt mnst incltule knowledge of the relevant 
technical skills, of the systematic ordering 
of ol:el'~~~"H\f-(, and of tIle organi:"l'ltion of coop-
erat1on. 
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Over the years a slight difference in attitude can be 
discerned in the approach to human relations. It now goes 
without saying that many assumptions made in the past by 
management are now out of date. Assuming, for example, that 
the worker is merely interested in the weekly paycheck is 
one example. As Saltonstall puts it, "Executives now under-
stand his Lthe worker'.Y needs for recognition, a sense of 
belonging, and a chance to participate and grow in a secure 
position under a responsible management. These are prerequi-
sites for sustained productivity.,,2§ 
Since its inception the n-'human relations" approach has 
been viewed with mistrust by many, especially labor. 
2~yO. Social Problems, p. 122. 
28Robert Saltonstall, Human Relations in Administration 
(New York. 1959), p. 16. -
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Criticism of the Mayo school by a large number of sociologists 
and economists "seems to be a favored pastime of several 
years' standing. n29 It is the task of the next three chapters 
to descri~e and discuss some of the principal criticisms of 
the approach. 
29 Landsberger, p. 29. 
CHAPrER III 
THE MANIPULATION CRITICISM 
In recent years the "human relations" approach of the 
Mayo group has been criticized at great lengths by a large 
number of peoJ}le. In fact, the criticism levy "as compre-
hensive an indictment of a theoretical system as could be 
imagined. Nothing more devastating could be said about ••• 
a system than that it is superficial and totally misses the 
point."l 
One criticism of the "human relations" approach, 
centers around the manipulative tendency of the ideological 
structure of the approach. Briefly, some critics who dis-
parage the "human relations" approach as a thinly disguised 
process whereby production can be improved from what can be 
called the manipulation techniques. They maintain that 
management has shown so widespread an adoption of the "human 
relations" approach only because managers realize that their 
methods in dealing with employees will no longer work. Harold 
L. Sheppard states that "it is correct to say that the popu-
ILandsberger, p. 46. 
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larity of the human relations approach has developed largely 
as a result of management's realization that the older methods 
of obtaining a 'cooperative' work force, such as the use of 
the fear of discharge, no longer are effective.,,2 Conse-
quently managers are to apply a new approach in dealing with 
employees. The new managerial elite is to work for worker 
acceptance of management's goals e Critics claim that in-
stead of being dictatorial in achieving its goals, management 
is to become a "benevolent despot who manipulates his subjects 
in the interests of his own security and their welfare.,,3 
The logical outcome of such a theory is an Orwellian society 
in which manipulation is the chief form of control. In other 
words, the essence of the manipulative criticism is that 
"human relations" is, so to speak, really a wolf in sheep's 
clothing. Under the guise of showing an ardent interest in 
worker welfare, practitioners of the "human relations" approach 
are concentrating on an increased output in production, using 
the approach merely to manipulate the workers into accepting 
2uarold L. Sheppard, "Approaches to Conflict in American 
Industrial Sociology," British Journal of Sociology, V 
(December, 1954), 334. --
3Clark Kerr and Lloyd Fisher, "Plant Sociology: The 
Ellite and the Aborigines," Common Frontiers of the Social 
Sciences, ed. Mirra Komarovsky, {Glencoe, IllInois, I§57j, 
p. 291. 
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the goals of management and accomodating larger production 
goals. As one critic puts it, Mayoites attempt "to cow workers 
into subordinating their OWll values and thoughts. The pro-
cedures allow for 'brainwashing' and the use of suggestion 
to impose management's views. In its most successful devel-
opment, workers will accept management's premise and work out 
rationalizations to explain their submission in the face ot 
the obvious conflict with their own interests."4 
KEI~'S CRITICISM 
Clark Kerr has been one of the most ardent critics of the 
manipulative aspects of the "human relations" approach. It 
is his contention that in Mayo's theory ot undivided loyalty 
to the plant can be discerned a subtle form of totalitarian-
ism. According to Kerr, a division ot Loyalties between 
the various institutions of a modern industrial society is 
the guarantee of freedom. Kerr is quite concerned about 
Mayo's wanting a plant which develops an increasing control 
over man's loyalties, asserting that "in the division ot 
loyalties ••• to self, to family, to state, to union, is seen 
4Solomon Barkin, "Commentary on Mr. Simon'~ Chapter," 
Research in Industrial Human Relations: A Critical Ay,raisal, 
ed. Conra~M. Arensberg et al., (New tork~ 1957), p. 7. 
--
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the guarantee of freedom. lt5 Rather than abhor conflict and' 
competition, Kerr holds that today's society is made up of 
accommodated conflicts rather than universal collaboration. 
Attempting to recapture the spirit of the Middle Ages and 
working for n spontaneous collaboration in an ever-changing 
capitalistic SOCiety is a naive approach to the problems. 
The collaboration which Mayo seeks is that which was char-
acteristic of a static society and cannot be superimposed on 
the present day modern industrial SOCiety, so says Kerr. 
Qpite emphatically Kerr states that the view of iniative and 
rationality being lert to the manipulation of a managerial 
elite and the belief that the common man is merely left to 
obey the edicts of this elite are ideas which cannot be ac-
cepted in any sense. 
Kerr reviles at length Mayo's position 011 the role of 
the leader. In accepting what the school has to say concern-
ing the leader, Kerr believes one must accept the fact that 
"the manager is combining men to save SOCiety by making them 
into the modern c01mterpart of the tribe, or clan, or guild ••• 
The survival of SOCiety itself rides on the manager's skill. 
It is human relations training rather than competition, which 
5Clark Kerr, "What Bvcame of the Independent Spirit?" 
Fortune, XLVIII (July, 1953), Ill. 
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will avoid the debacle. The ,yorker's primary contribution is 
his loyalty, and only secondary are his production skills."6 
Critics who protest the manipulation underlying the Mayo 
Group's approach counter the latter's analysis of modern 
society with their own, these ideas being "an almost opposite 
view of heaven on earth."7 These critics hold that man is 
primarily motivated by a desire to maximize his individual 
welfare. Competitive markets ar;used to spur on managers to 
greater efficiency, and reliance is primarily placed upon 
a regulated self-interest and freedom of choice. In a modern 
society loyalties are divided, insuring in this division a 
guarantee of freedom. Being part of a progressive society, the 
market assumes the achievement of group welfare. "The open 
society to which the Western World has been dedicated for a 
8 
century and a half ••• is viewed with mistrust by Mayo." 
It is this society of accomodated conflict rather than 
universal collaboration that is the world of Adam Smith, not 
Plato. 
The manipulation critics of the "human relations" ap-
proach fear that if Mayo's idealized society would come to 
6Kerr , t·Plant Sociology." p. 303. 
7 Ibid., p. 305. 
-8 
.!.2!!!., p. 307 
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its logical conclusion, the world would be peopled by va..qt 
numbers of robots who would uncritically adopt industry's 
"own conception of workers as means to he manipulated or 
ndjusted to impersonal ends. n9 The brave new world to ensue 
would re8(~mble what Altluous Huxley satirizes in his novels 
on the manipulation of people by the "gods" of industrial 
proficiency. 
Clark Kerr states: 
The danger is not that loyalties are divi-
ded today but that they may be undivided tomor-
row ••• I would urge eHch individual to avoid to-
tal involvement in any or~~anization; to seek to 
whatever extent lies wi thin his power to lil1d t 
each group to the minimum control necessary for 
performance of essenti.al functions; to stru,r,,:~le 
against the effort to absorb; to lend his ener-
gies to many organi7,ations and L~ive himself 
completely to none; to each child should be 
taught whHt Walt W.bitman urged many years ago; 
that is, 'to be laws to themselves and to depend 
on themselves'--for that is the well source of 
the independent spirit. IO 
Some critics hold that Mayo's error in dealing with con-
flict stern from his own personal feelin,gs on the subject. "It 
is difficult to understand Mayo's work lIDless one realizes 
how much he abhors conflict, competition, or disagreement: 
conflict to him is a social disease anel cooperation is social 
9nell , p. 88 
IOKerr, "What Became of the Independent S ... irit," p. 112 
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health. Hll Bendix holds that Mayoitcs fail to see that a 
freedom to conflict actually establishes boundaric$ witt,in 
wtlfch conflict can be contained. !1ayo' s assumption that 
there is a national community betl"lCCn worker and man'lger is 
unfounded and affects the conclusions which he derives from 
this belief. 
MAYO'S INFI..UENCE IN PERSONNFL 
Several special aspects ot personnel management which 
have arisen from the Mayo research are held up to scorn by 
the manipulation critics. The critics claim that "human 
relAtions" thinking has permeated many aspects of manage-
ment and has helped foster erroneous notions concerning the 
techniques employed on workers; such things as widespread 
company tes ting, leadership training pro~rams, !~roup theories, 
and educational system procedures have been spawned by 
"human relations" in a further effort to manipulate workers 
for self-motivated reasons. One critic notes that the wide 
Rnd varied uses or these "techniques of manipulation, as 
wi th all prolHlganda, will vary, but the elements remain 
similar. They will include excessive simplification of issues, 
omiEUJion or essential facts, use of ambiguous language, images, 
lIReinhar:} Bendix and I~loyd Fisher, "The Perspectives 
of Elton Mayo," Review of Economics and ~tatiRtic8, XXXI 
(November, 1949), 320. -- ---
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and data, and exploitation ot prestige personalities to re-
inforce the messnge ••• The use of ambiguous and mellifluous 
words such as 'human relations' to describe these prActices 
compounds the villainy of the deception. It takes close study 
to recognize the malignant purposes and unrealistic assump-
tions of a 'human relations' approach. Hl2 
WUYTF;'S CRITICISM 
Manipulation critics, such as William H. Whyte, Jr., 
maintain that the voluminous amount of tests of subjective 
traits fostered by human relationists start with an under-
lying bias of the testers. In the tests themselves are en-
shrined the values, organization values, which tend to make 
the tests gauges of loyalty of potential loyalty to the 
concern. In short, these tests seek to reward the conform-
ist, who is considered an ideal type to fit in to management's 
groupings. As Whyte puts it: "What the personality testers 
are trying to do is to convert abstract traits into a con-
crete measure that can be placed on a linear scale, and it is 
on the assumption that this is a correct application of the 
scientific method that all else follows. But merely defining 
a trait is immensely difficult, let alone determing whether 
12Barkin, pp. 117-118. 
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it can be measured as the opposite of another ••• Lfn shor!7 
not failing to make the tests scientific enough and illustrat-
ing a basic bias are the real errors. ql3 
One critic notes that in putting a currently-popular 
personality test to a severe analysis, more objective evidence 
of what the people tested were actually like was uncovered. 
It was found that no significant relationships and sometimes 
reverse correlations were evidenced between the personality 
test and thelctual conditions. Another manipulation critic 
points out the frequent use of profiles in the hiring of em-
ployees is quite popular with many concerns. One such coae.an 
specifically states that accepting artistic beauty and taste 
as a fundamental standard of life is not a factor which makes 
for executive success and anyone scoring much above the tenth 
percentile on aesthetic values on a particular profile is 
to be looked at askance. In other words, the allegation is 
made that when employees seek to obtain employment at an in-
creasing number of concerns, "everything you do to white mice 
is done to them, except their spines and skulls are not split 
14 
so the fluid could be analyzed." So not only are the tests 
unscientific, but many of the things they hope to measure con-
13William H. Whyte, Jr., !h! Organization ~ (New York, 
1956), p. 36. 
14Carliner Lewis, "Deep Tberapy on the Assembly Line; 
Moo, Moo, Moo, Say the Cow Sociologists, but They Don't Even 
Give Skimmed Milk, ff Ammunition, VII (April, 1949), 47. 
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cerning the innermost Aelf of an individual are not believed 
to be anyone'~ business but the individual's. Management 
ignores this last point entirely in its use of testing. 
William H. Whyte, Jr., holds that a line must be drawn to 
protect individuality and that although a concern may have a 
right to expect superlative work from an employee, it should 
not demand his psyche as well. He holds that in defending one's 
self against the harmful results of the tests, one can feel 
free to cheat on them, once he knows what they are seeking to 
measure. 15 The following data should be kept in mind, accord-
ing to Whyte, in answering questions on personality tests: 
I loved my tather and my mother, but my 
father a little bit more. 
I like things pretty much the way 
they are. . 
I never worry much about anything. 
I don't care for books or music much. 
I love my wife and children. 
I don't let them get in the way of 
company work. 16 
In other words, don't answer what is really felt but what one 
thinks the tests want. 
In regard to leadership training programs, the view of 
manipulation critics is that these are merely another device 
engendered by management to achieve more successful control 
15\fhyte, p. 233. 
16Ibid., p. 217 
-
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of workers. McNair states that "we have blo\Yn it /human rela-
tions tralni~U up too big and have placed too much emphasis 
at the collegiate and early graduate level."17To McNair 
"human relations of proficiency, technical expertness, effect 
of calculation and manipulation ••• has n cold-blooded conno-
tation:"18 
In companies in which human-relations train-
ing programs have been emphasized ••• some su-
pervisors interpret the trainin,5 to mean that 
the company management wants them to keep em-
ployees happy, so they work hard to do so. The 
result is a nice country-club atmosphere in 
which the leadership .function has been abandoned 
to all intents and purposes. Employees like 
it and absence and turnover are low, but since 
little production is felt 13 be expected, they 
produce relatively little. 
"Human Relations" beliefs concerning the importance of 
groups. have been under considerable criticism by critics, 
who hold that it isn't enough for a man to belong, but he 
must also belong together with others. One reason tor the 
importance of groups is the belief ot supposedly scientific 
origin that the group is superior to the individual. For 
theoretical justification, group advocates have done must 
\'(ork in the field of group dynamics, lvhich describes the 
17Malcom P. McNair, "Thinking Ahead: What Price Human 
Relations 1ft Harvard Business Review t XXXV t (March-A',.-ril, 1957) t 
39. 
18Ibid., p. 20. 
19Whyte , p. 64. 
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work of those whose attention is focused on the face-to-face 
1~roup. The bel ie.t is that a harmonious atmosphere will bring 
out the best in everyone, and this harmony will aid in 
worker acceptance o.f the goals of management as criteria of 
behavior. Everyone will be a member of one happy family in 
which the leader is recognized as the ultimate decider of all 
group actions. It is he who will sl<illfully manipulate the 
group to follow management's directives. Critics scorn the 
relatively new creative vehicle of thinkint~ in'~roups, hold-
ing that people can "very rarely think in groups.,,20 
Some rather far-reaching influences of the "human rela-
tions" approach can be discerned in educational institutions 
of this (wuntry. The facting influence of liberal arts educa-
tion can be noticed all through the cOllntry with only three 
out of every ten college graduates majoring in the liberal 
arts. 2l .'.tore and more emphasis has been placed on the train-
ing of stUdents in the minutiae of organization skills. The 
hur~e expansion of courses in business adminis tration wi thin, 
the last thirty years reflects management's influence in ed-
ucational circles. In such conrses students are transfixed 
into appro;iching the secrets of happiness t for "the courses 
20Ibid ., p. 57 
2lIbjd •• p. 86 
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explicitly instruct one in the skills of manipulating other 
people of the skills of adjusting onesolf."22 Many business 
administrators have ~ained a foothold in colleges by alumni 
ties, whereby large ~rants are ~~iven to schools which are in-
fIuenced by what the sllccessful business men want. 
An important concept of Whyte is the social ethic. It 
sums his essential criticism: a belief in .:;roup creativity; 
belongingness; and a belief in the alJplication of science 
to achieve this belongingness. 
In concluding this chapter a succinct summary of the 
manipulation criticism will be given: 
Beyond "market psychology" another new field of 
psychology has arisen, based on the wise to un-
derstand and manipUlate the employee. This is 
called "human relations." It is a logical 
outcome of the chan~~ed relationships between 
capital and labor. Instead of crude warfare 
there is cooperation between the !~iant colossi 
of labor unions, both of which have come to the 
conclusion that it is in a long run more useful 
to compromise than to fight. In addition, 
we have also fOlmd that satisfied, "haPIlY" 
men were more productively inclined and pro-
vided for that smooth oller'ation which is a 
necessity tor big enterprises. Thus, what 
Taylor did for the ratinnalizution of physi-
cal work the psychologists do for the mental 
and emotional aspect of the worker. He is made 
into a thing, treated and manipulated like a 
thing, and so-called "human relations" are 
the most inhuman oncs, because they""reified" 
and nlienated relations. 
. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
22Ibid., p. 86 
Complete rat:i.onal kno\Vh~d:~c is only 
possible of things--Man is not a thing; 
therHforc, he23nn't 'b"(;-dlSsccfen without being harmed. 
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23Erich Fromm, "Man Is Not a Thing," Saturda;y Review 
of Literature, XL (March 16, 1957), 9. 
CHAPrER IV 
THE mfION "\ND RElATED CRITICISM 
The Mayo school treatment of unions has been the subject 
of severe criticism by unionists and many others since the 
very formation of a "human relfltiollS" approach. For the most 
part research done by the Mayo group has deemed it sufficient 
to generally ignore the role of the union in a modern indus-
trial setting, thereby causing "& leading character Ito be 
missing/ .from the drama of industrial relations ... l Whitehead 
in his Leadership !Q ~ ~ Society has provided the Mayo 
groups formal statement on unions, a position which has been 
criticized at great lengths. Before presenting the criticisms 
themselves it will be necessary to briefly summarize White-
head's position on the controversial issue of unions. 
Robert S. Lynd, upon reviewing Whitehead's LeadershiI,> .!.!.!.!! 
.E!:.!.! Societ:, holds that Whitehead "misses the central mean-
lLandsberger, p. 44. 
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? ing of modern capitnlistic control," .... and even notes "shades 
of Marx and Veblen,,3 in Whitebead's analys:is of leadership. 
Whitehead's interesting and controversial views on trade 
unions follow: 
WHITEHEAD'S TREATMENT OF' THE UNIONS 
He states that trade unions, being entirely of European 
origin, were formed hucause of the influences of the Indus-
trial RevolutiDn. It was the Iddustrial Revolution, as 
described in the first chapter, which broke down the rela-
tions hetween employer and eruployee widch had been personal, 
"relatively permanent, and regulated by an historic system 
of mutual privileges and obligations."" With the advent of 
the fa£tory these relations were destroyed, causing a wide 
gulf to be est~hlishe(l between employers and employees. In 
the new system. the giantism of an organization precluded 
the hope on the part of employees of ever hoping to own a 
business, as in the past. As was mentioned previously, in 
2nobert R. Lynd, "Review of Thomas N. Whitehead, Lead-
ership in a Free Society," Political Science Quarterly-;-LII 
(Decelllbe'r,-l~, 5§1. 
:3 Ibid., p. 592. 
-
4 Whitehead. p. 143. 
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industrial society, relations between workers and their super-
visors were mainly impersonal, the workers huving no security 
nor any human function to perfonn in the social structure. 
According to Whitehead, early unions were formed, Hot to im-
prove the material conditions of the worker, but to direct 
Ita new ordering of society, ,,5 which would restore to the 
workers the task of leadersbip and organi~ution, thus recover-
ing some of the functions which t!le new working class had lost. 
Sheppard stutes that the above interpretation is "typical of 
Mayo's tendency to minimize tho importance of material con-
di tions of the worker and idealize the contntmi ty. ,,6 
In time t purports WlIi teheml t the European unions, es-
pecially those of English origin, adopted the policy of 
iIl1I)rovin~~ Iac tory and Ii viug coudi t ions for the purpose of 
havini; a more palpable goal, but their real object was "the 
establishment of a new internatiunal Bociety. Lto be achievey 
by burrowing methodically in the foundations of the existing 
system in order to brin~ it down with a crnsh.,,7 What the 
5 l!!!.!!., p. 144. 
6Harold L. Sheppard, "The Treatment ot Unions in Manage-
rial Sociology," American Sociological Review, XIV (April, 
]949), 311 • 
.., 
'Whitehead, p. 145. 
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English unions sought wus to force cOOI)(:rlltive llctlon upon 
the rest of society. In summary t W};i tchcnd helhwes that 
earlier trade uniolls had two objectives: 
They are looking; lifter tlte economic condi-
tion of the working class, and simultaneously en-
ricbing their immediate socil. ... l r(~lations. Under 
the first heading come such activities as improv-
ing factory conditions and I)UY, and providing 
various forms of insurance and collective security 
against occident and extrene poverty. These acti-
vities are too well known to need description. 
Closely allied to trade uni-ons' function noted 
above is the most impre~sive function for promoting 
social activity. In a country where lahour is so 
highly unionized and where union activity is so 
great, it is nnturaJ tlw.t unious sllOuld hnve 
functioned in some ways as social clubs for their 
members, and they 11£\\1(> iak<:n their part in the or-
ganization of social ;~Rtherings in the narDOW 
sense of the term. 8 
Whi Lcheud helieves that the most impro!:;si ve fnnction, then, 
of the tf'iulo union is the soci .. 1 ,,':rtivity which it pror.:1otes, 
the union frl.n.ctionin,;; in many ways as a 8<)('inl clnb for its 
members, wbo take part in the {)r;~ani.zntion throu:EL social 
gathcrin.;. Important in the social interpretation o.f the 
trade union is the fact that in europe the doors of hiSh 
social chJsses are not readily opened to thoRe who seck ad-
roi t tance from uel ow, even if the seeker has COPle into lilocl-
erate financial success. The trade union makes up tor this 
social immobility by essentially being a working class enter-
8Ibid., p. 146. 
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prise which provides tile ambitions workman with psycholo:.;ical 
sutisfaction and ~itl) the o~portunity of becoming an official 
by nssis ting in organization by collaborating with man ... 1ge-
mente As Whitehead puts it: 
Whatever may be the economic success 01' unions 
in Rngland and in some other European countries--
and this must not be underrated--they do undoub-
tedly achieve one function for successful insti-
tutions. They provide their members with a social 
structure and enhance their opportunities for 
effective participation in the life of the community 
as a whole. 9 
Whitehead believes that the disparity of origins in the 
European and American union scene is highly significant 
in that so many people came to America from gurope seeking to 
escape from many of the evi.ls in.herent in their respective 
mother countries. Ih early America the managers had to build 
and maintain their enterprises "in the fac. of chronic labor 
scarcity_HIO The manHgers had to be more careful in his 
treatment of workers because of severnl factors. First of 
all, the lack of a high d~gree of social stratification in 
thi.s country made it possible for people to move with rel-
ative ease from one social class to another. Secondly, if a 
9 Ibid., p. 147. 
lOJames Worthv,"Management's Approach to 'Human Relations," 
Research in Industrial Human Relati.ons: A Critical A1,raisal, 
ed. Conraa-M. Arensberg et al., (New York~ 1957), p. • 
--
man were unhappy ahout conditi '.>ns, he could ill\.Vays turn to 
the ulternnte career of pioneer-rarmin1~. rrhose factors con-
tributed to an egaliturian situation in which no self-con-
Bcions c Vl~S of working people existed, according to Whi te-
head. Therefore: 
The history of American industrial labour begins 
not with organizations but with strikes. Employees 
reqnired no union to give them a plnce in SOCiety, 
they had that already; but when conditions were un-
s~tiR factory the;;;c men remid.ned trlJe to their tra-
ditions and they walked out. It was not until 
atter 1830 that permanent unions begaq to be de-
veloped, as a result of forty years' experience 
of strikes SUPP')l"ted only by temporary or(~(Pliza­
tions created for the immediate purpose. These 
early unions were Ii t tIe rQoro than strike organiza-
tions placed on a permanent basis; they performed no 
other s(?I"vice for their nOinlH~rA, for there was no 
other service to perform. The employees had the 
status .'Hld the security Qf the rest of the society 
and had no need for social activity outside of it. 
'1nly wi th l~espect to bargaining ,J(nver was the posi-
tion of the employee substantially worse than that 
of the owner, and jURt as a modern householder 
provides himself with a fire extinguisher, so the 
early hon.;;eh~)i~ct· provides himse If with [} strilte 
organization. 
Whitehead notes that ·the early unions in America were 
characterized by a lack of success, stating that the fre-
quent strikes, unwisely undertaken and poorly organized, 
made failure imminent. He mentions that unions had an ex-
tremely difficult time in holdinf!; member~ because workers 
often only joined unions when strikes were occurring, thereby 
llWhitehead, p. 149. 
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hoping to reap some benefits. Because of the fact tha.t lead-
ers or strikes were wanted more than leHders tor the organiza-
tion of social living, poor union leadership was quite com-
mon. Able manual workers found it much more profitable to 
become owner-manat;ers rather than union leaders. Whitehead 
believes that the tmion leadershiip problem bas basie-ally re-
mained the same in the present centurv. 
This weakne~s of unions to perform adequate social func-
tions in the Uniired states has led to the formation of another 
worker organization, entitled the company union, whose 
function is to represent the wishes and attitudes of the 
workers of a given company to the management. Although many 
company unions have failed, "where the relations hetween man-
R~ement and employee are those of collaboration based on a 
mutual trust, company unions have proved a flexible instru-
ment and one capable of being adjusted to the real situation, 
and it has shown great possibilities under such ~lrcumstances 
as thise nl2 
Whitehead believes that the future of trade unions is 
contingent upon the de!~ree to which social living is made 
the concern of those who are doing the leading. He believes 
that a self-conscious class of manual workers is developing, 
12 Ibid., p. 154. 
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a fact which may lead to the strengthening of unions, even 
though these unions are "not adequately led and have no great 
traditions of collaboration with mana.gement. "13 
Whitehead is confident that the executive ranks of 
bus:dness make-up the best brains of the country and may very 
well develop a means of coping with the problems of industry; 
therefore, trade unions might lose their members, who will 
find that direct collaboration within; the factory is all they 
need in way of personal self-expression. In short, unions 
must change their functions to the seeking of an effective 
means ot collaboration. In summing up Whitehead's remarks 
concerning the union, he suggests that "no organization in-
volving much human energy is likely to be supported unless it 
has adequate purposes and also provides immediate social 
satisfactions."14 Industrial peace, it would seem, depends 
upon exerCising social skills and rests on the assumption ot 
B tundamental identity ot interests between the parties, sum-
marizes Harold L. Sheppard. 15 
Whitehead sums up his main point in the following state-
ment: 
l3Ibid., p. 155. 
14Ibid., p. 156. 
-
15Sheppard. p. 144. 
The advantages that the firm has to 
offer its society are as follows: initia-
tive; vigorous personalities; a guarantee 
of competent management; the economics of an 
organization in being; larger institu-
tional contacts; and the gain of backing of 
a known reputation. These are assets, not 
expenses; and the obvious solution of the prob-
lem is that the persons benefiting should 
pay their way, as they do now. For instance, 
anyone joining a tennis club pays his fees and 
would continue to pay them if the club 
mad& use of a firm's facilities, but it is 
a fair presumption that the fees would be 
lower. Other services, stich as a medical 
service for unemployed, might be paid out of 
local taxes; but the service would not cost 
more if it were run in connection \vi th res-
ponsible firms. The point is that firms should 
recognize their domInant poiItron-in tfie social 
economy. not that they should distrIbute largesse 
from some invisible source. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Business is the universal pattern of i~able 
social organization everywhere and always. 
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Unionist critics, notably Solomon Barkin, Lewis Carliner, 
and Joseph Shister, agree that unions were formed with the 
advent of the Industrial Revolution. Since the factory 
system did cause a wide ~lf to develop between employers 
and employees and a considerable lessening of the bargaining 
power of any individual worker, the unions feel that they 
arose in part to lessen the gulf between employer and employee 
by acting as a collecti ve ai~ent for the employees of a 
16whitehead. p. 176. 
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particular concern, thereby changing the individual bargaining 
procedure to a collective bargaining basis. Considering what 
Whitehead states about unions being formed to direct "a new 
ordering of society," the unionists revile as being absurd. 
Concerning what Whitehead has to say about the union 
functioning a. a sort of social club for its members, Cham-
berlain argues that "the union is an instrument, a tool, 
offering satisfactions of its own, it is true, but created 
for the basic purpose of influence in business decisions. 
It is not a social club_"l? The continual insistence on 
the function of the tmion to promote cooperative efforts 
between management Hnrl the worker precludes the relevance of 
conflicting interest in worker-management relations. The 
implication in Whitehead, as in other human relationists' 
writing is that the interests of both are identical, or at 
least should be. 
In addition to accusing the "human relationists" of ig-
noring to a large extent the union as a flmctioning insti-
tution of modern society, Solomon Barkin states that the 
approach misinterprets the history of unionism flagrantly.lS 
17Neil Chamberlain, The Union Challenge to Management 
Control, (New York, 1948)~. §§. --
18Solomon Barkin, "A Trade Unionist Appraises Management 
Personnel Philosophy," Harvard Business Review, XXVIII 
(September, 1950), 59-64. 
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In analyzing Mayo's philosophy, the critics believe it is 
"irrelevant to refer to primitive or medieval society as a 
model of solidarity because the solidarity there is, is based 
on similarities, as opposed to the ideal of solidarity for 
19 
modern society, based on differences." It should be noted, 
say the critics, that the transition from medieval society 
to modern society via the Industrial Revolution has developed 
institutions whose functions are a necessary part of present 
society. Changes which have taken place are irrevocable, and 
developing theories of a return to the spontaneous collabora-
tion of a medieval society is not feasible. 
RF..LATED CRITICS 
In noting the grave results ot omitting the union in its 
human relations approach, Hart charges Mayo with failing to 
see one of the important remedies for the social isolation 
and moral confusion of the individual. He goes on to mention 
that the omission of the union in its theories can be "inter-
preted to mean that the reorganization of the worker and the 
industrial system can be achieved only by managerial action. H20 
19Harold L. Sheppard, "Social and Historical Philosophy 
of Elton Mayo," Antioch Review, X (September, 1950), 405. 
20c• Hart, "Industrial Relations Research and Social 
Theory," Canadian Journal of Economics and Political Science, 
XV (February, 1§19 " 60. - -
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Blumer's contention is that the complexities of industrial 
relations simply cannot be understood without some attention 
being focused upon the labor organization. In a very terse 
statement lUumer claims that "industrial relations are be-
coming increasingly a matter of aligmllenj; of organization ••• 
Unless the consideration of Ltl~ front line of contact is 
made in the light of the relations between the organizations, 
the consideration will give rise to only a deceptive portrayal 
of industrial relations. H21 
Missing a key relationship, Mayo is accused of failing 
to utilize an institution which could aid him in the under-
standing of industrial relations, so states Mills. 22 
Moore asserts that the emphasis of human relationists 
is upon the problems of management, obscuring the role of 
the union as a complex bureaucracy in its own right: 
The research situation almost appears to be 
one in which those whose primary concern is with 
the problems of management viewing the union as aa 
uncomfortable external factor of significance only 
as it impinges upon the environment of managerial 
decision, while those interested in the "labor 
movement" hesitate to discuss any organization 
fact that might seem less than favorable to the 
labor cause. It is at this point that a crucial 
21IJerbert Blumer, "Sociolo~ical Theory in Industrial Rela-
tions," American Sociological Review, XII (June, 1947), 276. 
22 c. Wright Mills, "The Contribution of Sociology to 
Studies of Industrial Relations," Proceedings of the First An-
nual Meeting, Indust. Relations Res. A~AoclatiO'i1,'"'TNew York-;-
Tm), 211. 
i i 23 error s mace. 
Lewis Carllner's criticism of the "human relations" 
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school is quite vitriolic. He believes that an actual cult 
has arisen from the studies made by Elton Mayo. In discussing 
the various devices used by the hurnan relationists, such as 
psychological counseling and testing, he feels that all such 
techniques are merely tools whereby the manage1nent of a firm 
24 
will luake the Vlorkers feel that a union is not necessary. 
Solomon Barkin, perhaps the most outspoken of the union 
critics, sug~est~ that management has been employing the 
"human relations" approach since it discovered that devices 
to destroy thEl unions, such as Homestead and Pullman, were 
not working out as planned. He believes that a wave of 
"human relations" wus started only because management had 
failed to extirpate the unions by harsh treatment. Not matter 
how one looks at it, the "human relations" approach is just 
another tool which management is using for its own selfish 
ends. 
23Wilbcrt E. Moore, "Current Issues in Industrial 
Sociology," American Sociological Review, XII (December, 
1947) t 655. 
24Carliner, pp. 47-50. 
CHAPTEll V 
THR ENVIRONMEl'.l1';\LIS'l' CiUTICISM 
The third major criticism or the "human relations" ap-
proach is what is often termed the environmentalist crit-
icism. This criticism "reflects essentially a basic uneasiness 
about the capacity of the human relations framework to pro-
vide full and adequate answers to questions about the under-
lying nniformities and difrerences in motivational, attitu-
dinal, and behavorial patterns and relations of men at work 
in modern industrial society.pl These critics hold that to 
limit the specific field for analysis of the sources of worker 
unrest to a unit which is selected for the convenience of 
study rather than thoroughness of study is to do a dastardly 
disservice t1an adequate explanation of the material at hand. 
In limiting its context for generalization, an unwarranted 
explanatory autonomy is assigned to proximate, internal 
variables and structural relationships.2 In other words, 
lAbraham Siegel, "The Economic Environment in Human Re-
lations Research," Arensberg, p. 88. 
2Ibid.t p. 89. 
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"many psychologists, being almost exclusively concerned with 
such matters as the manner in which stimulus--response connec-
tions are established, tend to take goal objects for granted 
nnd have shown little intere~t in cxarninin~ various environ-
ments ••• Ghich7 seem to be an important source of insight 
into behavior."3 The critics suggest that what the "human 
relationists" take as "givens" are actually variables which 
are derivative in nature. What the Mayoites are attempting 
to measure microscopically witllin a self-contained situation 
will depend upon external environmental factors which are so 
often ignored. In doing this the researcher is thereby ex-
cluding those variables which give systematic fraMeworks to 
the phenomena that he is studying. In summing up a brief ex-
planation of the criticism, environmentalists claim that in 
neglecting to take into account elements of the external 
environment of the plant, the Mayo Group lails to provide an 
adequate explanation of industrial relatiuns problems. "The 
human relationist fetters himself too frequently to descrip-
tive generalization ufter the fact--to 'how's' more often than 
to 'why' s'"~ Chien maintains that one of the nlOst outstand-
ing weaknesses of "human relations" research nis the relative 
::SIaidor Chien, "The l'~nvironment as a Determinant of Be-
havior,·t Journal of Social Psychology. XXXVIV (February, 
1954), 120. --
4Siegel t p. 89. 
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negligence of the environment by many of the most influencial 
theoretical vlewpoints."5 
WII.JLIAM F. WHYTE'S STUDIES 
Critics seize upon Pot tern ...t2.! Industrial Peace by Wil-
liam Foote Whyte as a typical example or how the external 
environmeJ'lt is ignored by a "human relationist." Whyte de-
tailed by means of his study over a <lccade of industrial 1"e-
lations history with almost no pcror'ence to external factors. 
In his study of the Chicago plant of Inland Steel Container 
Company over a period from 1937 to 1950, Whyte notes that in-
dm::trial relation,:; PRF;SHd. through three stages o.f disorganized 
conflict, organized conflict, and organized cooperation. 
These stages were characterized by the type of cornmtmications 
that were prevalent during the respective periods, the last 
beinf~ characterized hy communication which took place freely 
up and down the lines of the cor~lpBny. 
In unroldin~ his prooect, Whyte notes that "it has been 
posAible to tell the story of that plant almost as if it were 
.! completely independent .!!!lll_tt6 (Italics Mine) His critics 
find it eUrficnl t to accept the fact that no reference is made 
to World War II, the Taft-Hartley Act, the cost of living, 
5 Chien, p. 115. 
6William Foote Whyte, 
(New York, 1951), p. 221. 
Patterns for Industrial Peace 
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the profitability fJf the industry, and others. Whyte, of 
conrse, explain~ the SIlcceS8 or. the improved relations to 
l;ood human relations practices. 
In an attempt to connter H'u'lier criticism of the Mayo 
school in re~a.l"d to the JlcJlect of unions in its literature, 
Whyte lnakes the union an intc;~ral part of the human relations 
structure, holdint~ that unions arc bad if they oppose m.:lllage-
ment and good if they cooperate. fl .. infers that unions are 
to be taken as the out,;rowth of bad management: 
While it is impossihle to generalize for all 
workers, we may say in general that the worker wants 
secu.rity in his job... Now top fiHlnU2;ei:wnt !!lay 
make decisions that disrupt the informal organ-
ization of \vl)rkel:'s, lower the status of many 
individuals, and destroy the workers' sense of 
security ••• Union ol"5anlzation from ohservations 
functions, in part, to build up a new equilibrium 
thr()u~h estahli.shint~ communication \'d th top manH~e­
ment and through resisting decisions that would 
upset relationships at tho work level.? 
He holds that a recurrent proble!ll is that the personnel 
man and exec:ltive have beenluislell by the individualistic 
point of view, when they should have been wOl'kin!; on a 
self-contained 8ystelll of human relations. 
III his Pattern i2!: Inuustrial Peace Wbyte acknowledges 
thRt the union is accepted as making an important functional 
contribution by accepting the goals of management, thereby 
7 !2!i., pp. 195-196. 
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causin~ HJd,na:~er,ent to have "two channels to l-~et thin;Js done. ,,8 
'\Jow instead of being op;:osing forces the union and maI1Uc;eruent 
Join forces iu:,ainst those who are causing; trouble. Environ-
mentalist critics chilr,~~> thnt "hUNan rel,ltion:i.sts" attempt to 
make nn ion leil'iers part of t he r:laJlag'~r.ia 1 e Ii to by say in~; these 
union lea~lerB "nust know how t\) dedI with sentiments a:ld 
emotions of l!1en.,,9 So now, claird the crItics, the union ,''IS 
an ins ti tution no lO!lc;er has to he i:;norcd but can also be 
used as an aid in 11evelopin;5 the social SystClll of the faa.tory. 
J(F;rm's CHITICISM 
t<err holds that in discovering types, .!!.2! stases of in-
dustrial relations, it would be found that some are not open 
to improvement in social skills of managers and union but 
only "an alteration of the external environment ,,,10 which 
"human relationists" choose to il~nore. 
Kerr criticizes Whyte's analysis of his thirteen year 
study on many counts. lie holds that Whyte's study was pos-
sible with no reference to external factors because of the 
nature of the environment wi t!Jin which the plant was operated. 
8Ibid., p. 171. 
91' ·1 ~ t p. 228. 
10Kerr , "Plant Sociology,tI p. 307. 
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In addition to enjoying full employment and earning favorable 
profits, the company and union had settled one of their most 
controversial issues--the wage scale. Kerr notes that things 
might be quite different if the company had been a marginal 
one, if the period had been characterized by mass unemployment, 
or if the union had been Communist-dominated. In these hy-
pothetical situations the influence of external factors 
could not have been ignored. Or if the case had been one of 
a breakdown in union-management relationships, then, presum-
able, the external environment would have been the source of 
the deterioration. ll 
Environmentalist critics hold that industrial relations 
are not structured in a continuous vacuum. The relationships 
between workers and employers develop from a nlBber of things 
in physical, economic, political and cultural surroundings. 
Siegel lists n1lllUrous external factors which readily may in-
fluence the relationship between employer and employee i.n a 
given situation. The items listed below are those which the 
Mayo school has chosen to igaore in its study of a selt-
contained social setting: 
The specific environment--size of the plant and 
company; seasonal and cyclical stability of its 
production pattern; volume, nature, and rate of 
technical change and related ratio of capital 
11 Siegel, p. 89. 
investment per worker; quality and composition of 
its jobs; comparative cost position; nature 
of the product market (expansion or contraction, 
sensitivity to the business cycle, responsive-
ness of market demand to price changes); nature 
of the labor market (quality and supply of the work 
force availaqle, percentage of the labor force 
in the area employed by the company, local wage 
levels); nature of the union dealt with (insti-
tutional security of the lmion, presence of ab-
sence of rival unionism or internal factionalism, 
degree of bargaining autonomy the union can exer-
cise, ideological commitments of its leadership, 
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degree of political involvement); role of the company as 
pattern-setter of the industry or pattern-follower; 
age and origins of the bargaining relationship_ 
The broader environment--community's pro 
or anti-union complexion; procedural and sub-
stantive content of past and prevailing labor 
legislation; level of general economic activity; 
the broad stage of the economy's relative inci-
piency or maturity of industrial development; 
the pressures, motivations, and groups or agen-
cieg assuming organizational responsibility 
for industrialization; the historical timing of 
industrialization; the ideological organizing 
principles ot the culture (egalitarian libera-
lism, autocratic paternalism, etc.)12 
In studying any given situation there may be a marked 
difterence in the combination of the external environment 
factors, causing the need' for a ditferent approach to the 
problems. However, "human relationists" neglect this as-
pect ot the industrial relations scene. "The plant as a 
social system is not an island to itself, but part of a 
wider comnlUnity upon which it is dependent, and within which 
12Siegel, pp. 89-90. 
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it plays a crucial role."13 
ENVInONMENTAL DI~:TERMINANTS 
The critics say that for any two situations compared 
over a period of time, there may be quite a different total 
environmental context. In a certain situation the roles 
ascribed to the worker, employer, and state may shape the 
whole stnucture of the industrial relations pattern. It 
is therefore unwise to generalize that theories derived from 
a group of case studies should apply to all industrial workers 
of a given industrial society. To do so shows the naive 
character of the industrial relations pattern as viewed by 
theorists of the "human relations" approach. 14 
Siegel. in discussing the external environment factors 
in the industrial relations picture, states that extra-plant 
factors may shape the kinds of problems which form the locus 
of worker unrest. For example, he states that in an auto 
plant the large number of employees with easily interchang-
able jobs, the process of technological change, and the appli-
cation of seniority rules are quite likely to be important 
sources of grievances; while, on the other hand, he notes 
llMeyer Barash, "An Industrial Relations Philosophy," 
Personnel Journal, XXXVI (December, 1957), 258. 
l4Sheppard, "Approaches to Conflict," p. 331. 
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that in the hotel and restaurant industry and in the building 
trades there may be only a few workers on a separate class-
ification. Also, the irregularity of employment and rapid 
turnover may meun that seniority has little to do with this 
situation. 15 
Some critics say that the study of industrial unrest may 
very well hinge upon the various stages of industrial devel-
opment. in that a mature industrial society will exhibit dif-
ferent plroblems than those of a society which is in its 
earlier stages of development. The problems of the latter 
would center about the shift .from one way of life to another; 
that is, the transition from an agricultural work force to an 
industrial one. 
Factors in the environment itself may account for tactics 
and manifestations of protest as well as for problem-like-
lihoods. Siegel notes that the "quickie" strike in the long-
shoring industry can be explained because of its tactical 
effectiveness in that particular environment. On the other 
haml, machine breaking in England in the early nineteenth 
century was another method readily explained by external 
environment factors rather than by the internal organization 
of industry. 
15 Siegel, p. 91. 
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In short, the critics say that in attempting to explain 
worker discontent. one must go to the broader cultural and 
political backgrounds of a given situation of industrializa-
tion to seek the answer. It is these external variables which 
hold m.any clues to the underRtanding of a given situation. 
To ignore them is to labor under false assumptions, Bssump-
tions which are wrought without regard to external environ-
mental variables affecting the systems under study.16 
Environmentalists hold that one set of environmental 
circumstances may give rise to industrial peace. while another 
set of environmentltl circumstances may lead to industrial 
conflict. Kflrr cogently summarizes typical environmental 
circuBlstances which surround peaceful industrial relations in 
a firm: 
A ,,,eclium-sized COMpany wi til a steady productlon 
pattern and subject to m.oderate technological ad-
vance; interesting and responsible jobs; an 
efficient company with an expanding market 
and administered prices; a company which is firm-
ly established in a multi-industry community 
which has a tractable labor force and wage 
levels which can readily be met in accordance 
with industry standards; a community which 
is accustomed to collective bargaining; a secure 
union with stable leaders and a homogeneous 
~BWb6klhiC;aag~fas;p~s~~rYo~glcHutSRo~gr'i's 
both parties; a system which is well-established, 
16~ •• p. 92. 
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and leaders on both sides who are experienced. l ? 
On the other hand, some industries are chronically con-
flict-ridden; for example, maritime, which is opposed to 
certain industries like clothing, generally known for its 
peaceful industrial relations. 
Moreover, . critics argue tha.t there is somcthin,~ more than 
a mere study in internal inter~ction patterns of differences 
in face-to-fnce relations in analyzing these situations. 
In summary, environmentalists maintain that there are 
some environments in which good industrial relations occur--
such as pulp ond paper and garment--and others in which good 
industrial relations are unlikely--such as the maritime 
industries. Is it possible that leaders with "social skills" 
should alwuys be present in some industries and absent in 
others? No, say the same critics, the environment must be ----~------ ---- --
the essential determinant. 
--- ---------- ------------
In study a small, manageable unit of a plant, the 
"human relationists" find it much easier than studying the 
big picture of the external milieu. n~t, environmentalists 
charge, what is the cosiest to investigate is not the most 
I?Clark Kerr and Abraham Siegel, "The structuring of 
the Labor Force in Industrial Relations: New Dimensions 
and New Questions," Industrial and Labor Relations Review. 
VIII (January, 1955), l6b. ---
reliable g.dde to effective control and in lim! ting their 
framework, "human relationists" have been concerned with 
".,he 'how's' and not \rith the 'why's'. In short we hold 
that what the large organization is to the small group, 
the external environment is to the larl~e organization. ,,18 
18siegel, p. 99. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this thesis has been to describe and 
analyze the "Illman relations" approach and somo of its crit-
icisms. The main body of the thesis was prefaced by an his-
torical introduction which was written for the purpose of 
focusing on the "human relations" approach with regard to 
previous developments in the industrial relations field. 
In the first chapter. after an initial statement of the ffhu.an 
relations" approach, selected topics were discussed, the rel-
evance of which were brought out. First, the industrial rev-
olutions, which brought about a dynamic society in which 
industrial relations were completely transformed. was discussed 
with the resulting conditions of social unrest brought out. 
The importance of the delineation of two separate 
industrial revolutions was emphasized with the second revolu-
tion being a rather direct cause of the formation of the 
"human relations" approach. Secondly, Taylorism was presented 
as having stemmed in part from management's fear of the rise 
of unionism in the last .ears of the nineteenth century. 
Thirdly, World War I gave rise to numerous experiments for 
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increased productivity because of the need tor producing 
vast amounts ot material in relatively short periods ot time. 
Experiments after the war, such us Mayo's research efforts 
at a Philadelphia mill, were discussed. Fourthly, the 
empirical highlights ot the Hawthorne experiments at the 
Western Electric Plant were briefly summarized, establishing 
that workers are not typically individualistic and material-
istic, but social beinl~s with social as well as material needs. 
In the second chapter, the underlying philosophy of Elton 
Mayo was presented. Mayo's analysis of a cultural lag theory 
was presented, whereby Mayo holds that social skills of the 
present industrial society have not kept pace with tech-
nological skills, therefore (·ausing a vast social problem. 
In an established society, such as the Middle Ages, everyone 
knew his place; whereas, in an adaptive society, such as the 
present age, social disorganization is commonplMle and 
"anomie", planlessness in living, is related to a disorganiza-
tion of community life. ~yo hopes to recapture the togeth~r­
ness of the Middle Ages with his view of the factory .8 a social 
system. It is through the industrial plant that he hopes to 
resurrect the woefully deficient social skills ot modern in-
dustrial society. He entrusts the job ot solving world prob-
lems to a managerial elite, who will skillfully manipulate 
their work ~roups to a pattern of the medieval guild system 
security. In manipulating the group Mayo wishes to employ 
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a clinical approach. which gives the manager the job of secur-
ing worker cooperation while at the same time helping people 
maintain their inte~rity. 
In viewing the factory as a social systern, the different 
parts of which are inextricably bound, a change in one part 
of the system, such as the technological, brin~s about a 
change in another, such as the social. A balance or equilib-
rium of the parts of the social system are always to be mutu-
ally adjusted. The job of the manaserial elite is to main-
tain this balance for the good of the whole of industrial 
society. Manar~ement is to accomplish its objectives through 
leadership training programs in which supervisors are en-
lightened as to the methods they are to use of employees. 
Mayo notes that controlling the informal organization of a 
plant is just as important, if not more so, than its formal 
organization, as informal organizations often tend to subvert 
the goals of the formal organization. 
An intervieWing program can be introduced to brin.g out 
unfavorable worker attitudes to the light of management. 
Through data received from these interviews, management can 
correct situations which are causing friction between workers 
and management. Also, in letting the workers have their say, 
management can more fully hope to control informal organiza-
tions in a plant. In using the interviewing program as a means 
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of improving communications both up and down the structural 
company lines, managers, if all goes well, should note an 
improvement in morale, the spirit of cooperative living. In 
other words, an enlightened manaf~erial elite can achieve 
higher production rates nnd can improve face-to-face relations 
with employees, who can willingly cooperate, if the "human 
relations" appro".ch is applied correctly. 
Chapters three, four, and five are devoted to three 
criticisms of the May,) school'~ approach. It should he noted 
that other headin~s for criticisms might have been used 
because basically, many of the individual criticisms overlap. 
Many of the criticisms of the "human relations·' approach seem 
to arise from one basic point of Mayo, and from this basic 
point they take different paths. This basic point is what 
the critics say is Mayo's faulty view of modern society as 
... 
one in which a condition of "anomie" is found. Critics do not 
regard modern SOCiety as a mere leftover after the breakup 
of group solidarity in an old established SOCiety and see 
industrial workers as social beings who continue to harbor 
an ancient need for submerging themselves in the purposes of 
a larger group in order to find freedom. 
Chapter three deals with the manipulation criticism. 
These critics say the "human relations" approach has become 80 
popular, because management realizes that its older methods, 
such as scientific management, will no lon~er work. Daniel 
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8ell, one of the most ardent of these critics, holds that 
proponents of the Uayo approach have increased production 
goals in mind when they apply Mayo's methods. In addition 
to increasi.ng production, the UBel'S of the .thumnn relations" 
approach hope to eliminate conflict from the industrial scene, 
so that worker~ eventually UlHltlestionin,;ly accept the ;0<.11s 
of management to be iflenticul with their OWH. In this way, 
then .manar~ement is said to manipulate the workers for its 
own purposes. Clark Kerr holds that in attempting to get 
the undivided loyalty of worker's, mnnaf~eruent actually displays 
subtle forms of totalitarianism. He, along with others. 
states that it is the divided loyalties of workel's to various 
organizations which insuros freedom. 
Chapter tour deals with the union and related criticism 
of the "human relations" approach. These critics excoriate 
Mayo, first of all for general.ly ignoring the union .. especially 
since they feel that the union is the a!;ent which can help 
nmnagelDe'lt in achieving cooperation and secondly, b.~cause of 
a misinterpretation of the labor movement. Some well-known 
critiCS, such as Blumer, dismiss al~ adequate expIRation of 
industrial relations which neglects the union as an agent 
for eUlployees. 
Chapter five, liThe J:~nvirom!1entHlist Criticism." reflects 
a basic uneasiness for the "human relattonists" to study the 
industrial situation in a vacuum. These critics hold that 
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"hat the Mayo group takes as "givens" tn their studies are 
actually variables which are derivative in nature. In brief, 
their contention is that in neglecting to talco into account 
the externnl environment of the plant, Mayoites fail to pro-
vide adequate explanations of industrial relations. 
CONCLUSIONS 
In concluding, it should be noted that while Mayo ex-
Jllici tly disclaims any identity with scientific management. 
his particular school of industrial relations should actually 
be looked upon as rather a refinement of Taylorism, as a 
later phase of scientific management. Such a relationship 
is brought out when Mayo's approach is located in the same 
social context as that o.f scientific management; that is, 
as one of the features of the further rationalization of 
management to secure worker loyalties for its own ends. 
Mayo's "human relations" approach, like personnel man-
agement, must not be confused with the scientific study of 
industrial relations. If such a distinction is not mado, the 
viewpoint of one of the groups involved in the industrial 
relations process is unconsciously adopted and taken to be 
disinterested, "objective" social science. 
As Harold Sheppard brings out t the si~~nificance of 
scientific management and personnel management programs towards 
organized labor is Inore than a slight one. As long as anti-
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union capitalism resorted to force, and based its wage system 
on "supply a.nd demand," the strength of unionism was not too 
endangered. But in addition to !11cthods of force and violence, 
methods of inducement have been and are being developE'o as an 
essentiul part of management philosophy. This is ttc new 
labor program of American industry; "human en~;ineeringtl and 
research in "human relHtions in industry," focussing upon 
communication and the like are part of the later phase of this 
program which began with scientific mana~~ement. Taylorism was 
concerned with converting the laborer from his convictions 
about job-scarcity to an optimist that jobs cannot be "used 
up" through increases in production, and to the belief that 
unionism is detrimental to the interests of himself and 
society, as well as to the employer. Beside the motive of 
reduction of waste in material und time, another motivHtion 
behind management's new program is the heading; off of an 
unwanted expansion of organized labor' s me1nl)(~rship and power. 
Moreover, the increase in wages going even to the unskilled 
workers. has put a premium upon new ideas for t~et ting the 
greatest efficiency out of e .. ch employee. 
The location of MayoiSI:l within the broader movement of 
management's rationalization to attain its own ends becomes 
clear when we take into account Sheppartlts thesis that the 
f~reatest weuron of the movement, or pro~ram, is ~hat in deal-
ing with employees, it takes the worlter I s point of view. That 
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is, it voluntarily offers to the wor}ccr a fair wage. good 
workin~~ conditions t etc •• for which unionism has always worked 
to achieve through its "job control." And m0st significant 
of all ahout this ,lcceptance 'Of the workers· p'')iat of view 
(not to be cHl1fused with accelltance of th.:! ~oals and demands 
of the laborers as p:(rt ()f a social movement), the underlying 
notion of manugement's rationalization is an emphasis upon a 
solidarity uniting HII the members of the same industrial 
enterprise (the "factory as a social system tt ), whether manager 
or employee. Such a solidarity is conceived as the only 
solidarity that is "natural" :in industry. This notion prob-
ably constitutes the greatest p<>tential threat to indepen-
dent labor organizati0n. 
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